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SUMMARY

The content of the thesis has been divided into four
chapters.
l) The first chapter traces the historical development
of reassociation of DNA to its present day position as a prin
cipal tool in molecular biology.

The discovery of repeated DN#

sequenae, its universality as a bulk content of the eukaryotic
genome and its sequence organisation have been discussed. The
uniform pattern^ of interspersion of repeated and unLque sequen
ces among various organisms have been impressed upon.

The con

cept of "selfish DNA" discarding the middle repetitive sequence

A a role to play in cellular process have been modestly
criticised.
The variety of information which one can get from the
kinetics of DNA reassociation have been briefly mentioned.
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This chapter ends with a discussion on reassociation
kinetics# the technique proper. It has two faces. Firstly#
tha conditioi/of reassociation and the methodology of building
the kinetic equation is discussed,

secondly the effect of

various environmental parameters is analysed.

The effect of

such variables as temperature# fragment length, ionic environ
ment and others aie^critically assessed.
2) The second chapter deals with the building up of
various kinetic equations.

Generally the description of t^e
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kinetic equation for reassociation is dependent on the tool
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that monitor re association.

The various kinetic equations

that have been discussed and derived in this chapter follow
the reaction as monitored by HAP chromatography.
The equation describing inter species DNa-DNA hybridi
zation is first derived.

This derivation is based on the frame

work of the equation describing DNA-re association as proposed
by Britten et al^. solution^of these equations (reassociation
and hybridization) are alsc proposed.
The effect of real parameters on re association are
also analysed. These are random breakage^and length distribu
tion of DNA fragments.

Due to the dependence of rate aonstant

on fragment length (complementary overlap between two strands
to be precise) the kinetic equation is modified under the
influence of these real causes.

Taking a reel world length

distribution and concerting with it the effect due to random
breakage-the modified rate equation is described.

The numeri

cal solution of this equation is discussed along with its
various implications*

Two important points arise for the

solution - firstly it shows that even under the real world
perturbations of random breakage and length c istribution the
reaction^ seems to follow second order kinetics.

Secondly

the rate constant is described not by the average length of
the DllA fragments (as B

is generally thought) but by a value

which is significantly1 lower.

The quasl-analytical solution
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of this equation under some major restrictions is also worked
out.
Due to the fact that re associated duplex contain^ v.-single strand tails# tail-single Strand interaction is an
observed phenomenon.

This should deviate the ideal reaction

from its second order kinetics.

The modified equation taking

into account tail interaction is proposed.

The analytical

solution of this equation show^that during the major part
(about 60%) of the reaction the kinetics is indistinguishable
from the ideal reaction.
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Measurable difference occur only in

the later stage of the reaction.
3) The third ahapter mainly deals with various
experiments and the discussion of the results.

Optical melt

ing of re associated DNA, and presenting the data in a derivative plot give / interesting information about the precise
matching of sequences in re associated duplex*

The melting of

reassociated calf thymus DNa is non-cooperative and melting
temperature (Tm) is lowered by about Q°C, whereas the melting
of reassociated E. coli DN& follows more or less the coopera
tive pattern of native DNa.

This in other word means that
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—sequence divdrgence among repeated sequence nas not only
decreased the melting temperature of reassociated calf thymus

h

DNA but also have changed the pattern of melting.

This may

arise* due to the fact that base mismatch is mainly distributed
homogeneously along the sequence.
is thus not prominent.
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sequence divergence

Gel electrophoresis of repeated
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sequence show,/that re associated DNA do^indeed form hyperpolymeric structure.

The major portion of the reassociatsd

DNA remains immobile at the top of the gel.

Also important

is the fact that the stability of the structures is comparable
with the stability of the reassocifeted dna.

This is inferred
$

from the fact that even at 70-75°C these structure retain their
gel immobility in presence of l% formaldehyde.
The theoretical calculation of the reassociation
concerted with the effect due to random breakage and length
distribution predicted a more or less unchanged length distri
bution of the fragments during re association.

Gel electropho

resis of unreassociated single strand DNA showed that upto 50%
of the re association, the width of the DNa band remained un
changed - thus qualitatively verifying the prediction.
4) The fourth chapter deals with some problems in
hydroxyapatite binding to DNA.

Firstly reviewing the mechanism

of binding of DNA to HAP the discussion pinpoints on the ques
tion - How does a duplex DNA elute out as single strand DNA at
high temperature?

Simple experiments designed to probe into

the mechanism of ds to ss transition of DNA while bound to HAP
that
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^hows4>NA bin<a to HAP in two discrete manner so far/this transi/
1 c\
tion is concerned. This result is discussed in light recent \
evidences on the possibility of left handed dna existing along
with its right handed counter part.
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